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1. Introduction 

In this document, we describe the Git workflow adopted in OpenAirInterface 

(OAI) Project 1B (UE Basic Functionalities). This workflow is primarily based 

on generic OAI workflow[1]. However, we shall make adaptations to it based 

on the needs of Project 1B.  

Main changes are : 

- Develop1B branch is equivalent to develop branch for our 1B 

developments and can also be used for releases 

- No direct commit from developers to develop1B branch. Developers can 

only trigger merge request. Any merge will have to be checked and 

finalized by the Integrator 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Branches  
 

2.1. Branch description 

  



 
 

 

Branch workflow is illustred in following figure: 

 

Figure 1: OAI1B workflow 

Master : there will be no use of master branch 

Develop : develop branch will be used in 2 ways : 

- final merge branch target after each 1B delivery. This is up to Project 

Management Committee to decide when to merge from 

oai1B/openairinterface5g/develop to oai/openairinterface5g/develop, ie 

either each planned delivery or only once at last delivery 

- to pull (synchronization / rebase) changes from 

oai/openairinterface5g/develop. Suggested periodicity is every 4 weeks, 

unless critical fixes have to be taken. Periodicity to be validated by PMC 

Develop1B : this is the stable branch dedicated to 1B devs from which all 

feature branch shall be created and rebased and to which the merge will be 



 
 

 

done for each delivery. At beginning of 1B developments, this branch shall be 

the baseline.  

Feature branches : branch associated to a specific 1B Feature.  

Bug fix branch : branch for fixing issue(s) within 1B context, before or after 

feature delivery 

Interactions between branches are: 

- develop/develop1B :  

o develop1B will be synchronized from develop after each develop 

synchro from openairinterface5g repository. Having both develop 

and develop1B branches enable us to control synchro content 

and limit potential regressions to on-going 1B development due to 

external developments (eNB, etc…) 

o merge from develop1B to develop at each 1B delivery 

- develop1B / feature branches :  

o synchronization from develop1B to feature branches after each 

develop1B synchro or delivery 

o merge from feature branches to develop1B for integration of each 

1B feature 

- develop1B / bug fix branches : 

o merge bug fix to develop1B as soon as all required tests are 

passed on bug fix branch. Integrator will decide when to merge 

the fix (ie during delivery process or between deliveries)  

 

2.2. GitLab issue 

A gitlab issue shall be created for each feature 1B as generic process. 

2.3. Naming of branches  



 
 

 

For feature and bug fix branches : same as generic process, but with 1B in the 

prefix: 

Feature-1B-Gitlab Issue ID-Description 

Bugfix-1B-Gitlab Issue ID-Description 

 

3. GitLab roles 
 

Contributors / developers : Project members who have write access to project 

repository (feature branches) and do the actual development  

 Follow current workflow 

 Create a feature branch and push on it 

 Documentation of new feature  

 Developments of new feature 

 Testing : unitary and/or functional  

 Trigger a merge request to the 'integrator' 

 Run new feature tests 

 Will have Giltlab 'Developer' permission 

 

Integrator (new role) : Project member (nominated by project leader) who 

have write access to 'develop1B' branch of the project 

 Can be assisted by 1 developer who is prime of the feature 

 Manage merge requests from the contributors 

 Merge feature branch into 'develop1B' 

 Run integration tests : non-regression tests and referenced functional 

tests 

 Publish Project-1B releases 

 Triage Support activity: high level analysys and then forward issues to 

developers for resolution 

 Will have Gitlab 'Master' permission  
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[1] https://gitlab.eurecom.fr/oai/openairinterface5g/wikis/GitLabWorkFlow/gitlab_workflow_v7.docx 
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